Toponyms are notoriously resistant to change 1 , and many pre-Roman toponyms in the provinces survived into (and sometimes beyond) the Roman period. The study of provincial toponymy can pay impressive dividends in terms of understanding the acculturation process. On one hand, the number of Latin or Romanized toponyms in a region is a useful index of the impact of the Roman presence, in terms of both the renaming of indigenous settlements and the founding of new ones. On the other, it is instructive to observe that the pre-Roman toponyms of a region rarely belong to a single language, but include remnants of earlier ones as well as borrowings from neighbouring cultures.
One region whose toponymy has not been systematically studied is Central Spain, the territories of the ancient Arevaci, Carpetani, Celtiberi, Pelendones, Turmogi and Vaccaei. Each of these six chiefdoms was either Celtic itself, or strongly influenced by its Celtic neighbours. At the same time, we can also find non-Celtic onomastic elements in all these territories. In this presentation we shall, first, examine the linguistic origin of the individual town-names, and second, analyze the extent to which the toponyms of each chiefdom became successively Celticized and Romanized. While it is not possible in every instance to provide a secure etymology, most toponyms can be classified with some confidence as Celtic, Latin, or neither. Those . Amallobriga (V). The name is spelled Amallobriga in IA (435.1) and on a tessera hospitalis from Montealegre, Valladolid (AE 1985, p. 581); Rav. (313. 2) gives a corrupt form Abulobrica. Although the suffix -briga is of Celtic origin (see below on Augustobriga), the element Amallo-is otherwise unattested; Montenegro suggests that it is pre-Celtic 8 . Cf. however the Old Irish proclitic amal `like', and the Irish island Amalga 9 .
Ambisna (T). The toponym is thus spelled in Ptolemy (II 6.51); Rav. (318.14) corrupts it to Ambinon. The name comes clearly from Celtic ambiabout' (= Greek amphi-, Latin amb-); the ending -sna is presumably a contraction of sena, the feminine form of Celtic *seno-`old' (cf. the British river name Sena: PRB 455). As Evans notes (GPN, p. 134) , ambi-may sometimes have an intensive meaning; therefore Ambis(e)na should mean `very old (place)'. On «old» toponyms, cf. Vetera (sc. castra) in Germania Inferior, Oldham in England, and various towns in Spain named Villavieja.
Aquae Bilbilitanorum (Ce). This toponym, attested twice in IA (437.2, 438.14) is clearly Latin, meaning `the baths of the people of Bilbilis'.
Arcobriga (Ce). The name, given by several sources (Ptol. II 6.57; IA 437.1, 438, 13; Rav. 309.17; cf. Arcobrigenses, Pliny III 24) , incorporates the widespread ending -briga `hill-fort'. The initial element is more problematic. Neither Holder's derivation from PN Arquius (AcS I, p. 184) nor Albertos' from *arcto-(OPP, p. 32) is convincing. Schulten thought it was formed from PN Arco, which occurs frequently in the epigraphy of Lusitania and Galicia. 10 However, Arco also appears, in the dative form Arconi, on two inscribed altars from Riba de Saelices (Guadalajara) in the territory of the Celtiberi. This suggests that Arcobriga is probably a theophoric toponym, fortress of Arco', as recently proposed by Francisco Marco. Caesada, Varada) . The middle element may come from the Celtic root *kor-`to place, throw', possibly contained in Gaulish PNs such as Coradus (GPN, . Arecorada might therefore mean `(the town) placed near' or `the adjacent (town)', though whether `near' to a river or to another town is unknown.
Arriaca (Ca). This road station, listed by IA (436.3; 438.19) and, in the corrupt form Arentia, by Rav. (310.2), lies slightly nearer to Complutum of the Carpetani than to Caesada of the Celtiberi. The -aca suffix is reminiscent of several indigenous GNs in Central Spain (Autraca, Caraca, Pisoraca) and elsewhere (Belcinaca in Gaul: DAG, p. 597). Since Spain lacks the *ariocompounds found in Gaul, such as PN Arius (GPN, p. 141) and GN Ariolica (DAG, pp. 48, 360) , the name probably comes from Latin Arrius, a gentilic name amply attested in the epigraphy of our region.
Attacum (Ce). This is attested by Ptol. (II 6.57) as Attacon; cf. the adjectival form Attacc(ensis) in CIL II 4189. I have argued elsewhere that it is formed from the Celtic PN Atto/Atta plus the toponymic ending -acom.
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Augustobriga (P). The town is named by Ptolemy (II 6.53), IA (442, 3) and Rav. (311,2) as well as on several milestones. The -briga suffix, a Romanized form of Celtiberian -brik(s) `hill-fort' (cf. Irish bríg `strength'), is preceded by the Roman imperial name Augustus. Such hybrids are often found, e.g. Caesarobriga and a second Augustobriga in Lusitania; Caesarodunum and Augustodunum in Gaul. Contrary to the old assumption that -briga is a remnant of the Hallstatt age, many -briga toponyms are Roman or postclassical. Autraca (V). Our sole authority is Ptolemy (II 6.49), whose coordinates place it near the confluence of the Odra and Pisuerga. It was recognized more than a century ago that the town must be named after the former river (Odra < *Autra); cf. GNs Autura, Autricum in Gaul, and the Autrigones in Spain.
14 On the -aca ending, see under Arriaca.
Avia (V). Again our only source is Ptolemy (II 6.49 Caraca (Ca). Ptolemy presents the name as Karakka (II 6.56), Rav. as Caraca (313.10); Plutarch (Sert. 17) refers to its inhabitants as Charakitanoi. The name comprises the element *car-plus the toponymic ending -aca (see Arriaca). As Evans notes (GPN, it is difficult to determine whether Car-names come from Celtic caro-`dear, friend' or carro-`wagon'; to the latter root may belong a GN Carraca in Cisalpine Gaul (Ptol. III 1.22). However, Evans also cites a pre(?)-IE root karr-`rock, crag', which would better suit a toponym, especially since Plutarch tells us that the Characitani lived in the side of a cliff.
Cauca (V). The name is so spelled by a large number of sources (see AcS I, pp. 365-366). It is clearly related to such Hispanic PNs as Caucaenus and Corocaucus, which appear to be IE (OPP, p. 83) but pre-Celtic. Cauc-names are infrequent in the Celtic world, e.g. the Cauci in Ireland (Ptol. II 2.9) and Cauca in Narbonensis (CIL XII 5686.208).
Centobriga (Ce). The place is mentioned only by Valerius Maximus (V 1.5). I have proposed elsewhere that the likeliest root is Celtic *cento, *cintò first', yielding the meaning `foremost hill-fort'
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. Certima (Ce). Livy (XXXX 47.2) calls this a town of the Celtiberi. It seems philologically connected to Certis, a river name found in Spain (the Guadalquivir: Livy XXVIII 22.1) and possibly Britain (Rav. 108.33, assuming Certisnassa represents a conflation of two toponyms); also related may be Certisa in Pannonia (Ptol. II 15.4; IA 260.9) and Certhaine in Ireland 22 . Several scholars have traced the river name to Celtic *qert-`to turn, twist' (see PRB 307), and this might also be the root of Certima, perhaps describing a site located at a river bend.
Clunia (A). Numerous literary and epigraphic sources agree on the spelling of this name, but its etymology is obscure: «vielleicht iberisch» according to Holder (AcS I, p. 1048), «keltisch oder ligurisch» according to Schulten 23 . Carnoy evoked a root *klu-`clean water'. citing such unlikely parallels as Clyde in Scotland and the river Lauer < *(k)lu-ro. Montenegro, pointing to Clunian coins depicting a boar, claims a root *clun-`boar» for which he cites supposed Greek and Latin cognates 24 . But Greek χλούνης, though it came to signify `wild boar', was originally an adjective, variously interpreted as `castrated', `solitary', `foaming' or `crouching', and Latin clunis `ham' is not a porcine reference but means `buttock' and is cognate with Breton klun, Welsh clun `thigh'. In any event, the boar is well known as a sacred animal among the Celts, and its appearance on Clunia's coinage need not imply an etymological connection. Tovar (Land., p. 352) proposes a derivation from IE *kel-(`to rise'), but this does not account for the vocalism of Clu-. A Celtic root *clu-is suggested by Welsh clyw, Irish clú `fame, glory', but this would not explain the n in our toponym. The name may therefore be pre-Celtic, paralleled by Clunia in Raetia (Tab. Peut. 3.5) and Cluny < There is no reason to suppose, as scholars often have, that Leucada was a town of the Berones -it would make no sense for Rome to entrust her grain to an enemy town -nor (from the initial element Leu-) that it belonged to the Lusones. . Holder assumes a feminine name from root *lax-(AcS II, p. 166), which he does not explain (perhaps IE *laks-`salmon', referring to the local catch).
EMERITA. Revista de
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Arbois de Jubainville, «Les Celtes en Espagne», p. 22. , 1997, pp. 257-279 Libana (Ce). The name appears only in Ptolemy (II 6.57). Its etymology is unknown. Other lib-toponyms, not necessarily all Celtic, include Libarna in Liguria, Libica in Gaul, Libia of the Berones, and Libora of the Carpetani. A duplicate of Libora (below) is not to be excluded.
EMERITA. Revista de Lingüística y Filología Clásica (EM)
Libora (Ca). This spelling is given by Ptol. (II 6.56); Rav. has Lebura (312.11). Livy's Aebura (XL 30-33) could have resulted from a misreading of the name in Polybius (confusion of alpha and labda), though Tovar rejects its identity with Libora (Land., p. 235). The name might be Celtic: Holder cites a Gaulish PN Liborius (AcS II, p. 205).
Lutia (Ce). Lutia, mentioned by Appian (Iber., p. 94), appears in the adjectival form l.u.ti.a.co.s on pre-Roman coins, and l.u.ti.a.ce.i on the bronze tablet from Luzaga; Luzaga itself is presumably descended from (civitas) Lutiaca. Arbois de Jubainville assigned it to the same stem as Lutetia in Gaul 41 , which comes, however, from Lucotecia (DAG, p. 605). A likelier root may be Celtic *luta `mud, marsh', cognate with Latin lutum (PRB 403).
Mantua (Ca). The name is given by Ptolemy (II 6.56). It is homonymous with Mantua in Cisalpine Gaul; a PN Mantua is also known (CIL II 5321). A possible root is Celtic *mandu-`small horse, pony' (PRB 411).
Mediolum (Ce). Only Ptolemy (II 6.57) names this town. The Celtic root *medhio-meaning `middle' (like Latin medius) is seen in such toponyms as Mediolanum in Cisalpine Gaul, Medionemeton in Britain, and possibly Medioga in Galicia (Rav. 308.4).
Meoriga (V). The town is named by Sallust (hist. II 92), and in some manuscripts of Ptolemy (II 6.49) in place of Lacobriga. The element meo-is unexplained; the ending may represent Celtic *rig-`king', cognate with Latin rex. Alternatively, the name could be a corrupt form of *Mediobriga `on the middle of the hill'.
Metercosa (Ca). Our sole authority is Ptolemy (II 6.56 Appian (Iber., , this name probably contains the stem *ocelo-`spur' seen in Ocelodurum (above), the Alpine GN Ocelo (DAG, p. 45), and Ocelum, a toponym found in Britain and Spain (Ptol. II 3.4; II 5.7; II 6.22) . The name may have been Ocelis, as suggested by its presumed modern site, Medinaceli < Arabic medina + *Oceli (Land., p. 407) .
Palantia (A). Palantia of the Arevaci (modern Palenzuela) is homonymous with Palantia of the Vaccaei (modern Palencia): see next entry.
Palantia (V). The name is attested in a wide range of literary and epigraphic sources (AcS II, , usually with a single l; the ll spelling in some Greek writers may be due to confusion with the Greek goddess Pallas and the Arcadian GN Pallantion. Attempts have been made (none decisively) to trace the name to IE *pel-`to flow', *pal-`marsh', or *pa-`to defend' 47 ; the -ntia ending confirms that the name is IE (see above, Numantia). Varada (Ca). The name, recorded only by Ptolemy (II 6.56), recalls numerous Var-names in Gaul and Britain. These are believed to derive from a pre-Celtic hydronymic root *vara-, possibly cognate with Sanskrit var `water' (see lengthy discussion in PRB 486). On the -ada ending, cf. above, Arecorada.
Vicus Cuminarius (Ca). Only IA furnishes this name (445.6), which clearly derives from Latin cuminum `cumin'. Cumin was grown in Carpetania (Pliny XIX 161) and was used as a spice by both the Celts and Romans (Athenaeus IV 152; Pliny XX 159). On uicus names in Spain, cf. my earlier study 67 . Viminacium (V). This name is attested by Ptolemy (II 6.49), the itineraries (IA 449.2; 453.9; Biminatium in Rav. 318.16 ) and inscriptions (CIL II 2671, 6115) . It is homonymous with the capital of Moesia Superior. The name is more likely derived from a Celtic adjective *viminac-(cf. the Gaulish river Vimina: AcS III, p. 320) than from Latin Viminius, but its meaning is unknown.
Visontium (P). Our sole source is Ptolemy (II 6.53). The name is paralleled by Vesontio in Gaul and Visontium in Pannonia Superior. Earlier scholars suggested that the name might be Ligurian or Illyrian 68 ; at any rate, it seems in Romanized names, which represent 27% and 22% respectively of the toponyms in those chiefdoms. These data accord with recent quantitative studies of the epigraphy of Central Spain, which show that the Arevaci and Carpetani have a high rate of Roman (as compared with indigenous) deities, a high rate of tria nomina in personal nomenclature, and a low rate of illiteracy (as indicated by spelling irregularities and age-rounding).
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Similarly it is predictable that the Turmogi and Vaccaei, who have a very low rate of Roman deities and tria nomina, and a relatively high rate of illiteracy, are at the bottom of the scale, with 0% and 8% of their toponyms Romanized. The Pelendones, who fall between these high and low groups in terms of deities and tria nomina (though having the highest illiteracy rate in the region) likewise fall between the Arevaci/Carpetani and Turmogi/Vaccaei, with 17% Romanized toponyms. The real surprise in this study is the Celtiberi, who rank just below the Arevaci/Carpetani in terms of Roman deities and tria nomina, and have the lowest rate of spelling abnormalities, but can only claim 7% of their toponyms as Romanized.
One coincidence may be significant: the Celtiberi and Turmogi, the only chiefdoms where Celtic toponyms hold a decisive lead over pre-or para-Celtic ones, are also the two chiefdoms with the lowest incidence (less than 10%) of Romanized place-names. This seems to suggest that strongly Celtic areas may have been more resistant to Romanization of toponymy than those whose pre-Roman nomenclature was more heterogeneous; conversely, in chiefdoms where toponymy was already multilingual before the Romans arrived, there may have been fewer obstacles to the introduction of new geographic names. The validity of this hypothesis must await testing in other Celtic regions. LEONARD A. CURCHIN 
